The microtubule inhibiting agent epothilone B antagonizes glioma cell motility associated with reorganization of the actin-binding protein α-actinin 4.
Invasion of normal brain tissue by brain tumor cells is a major contributing factor to the recurrence and resistance of clinically diagnosed glioblastomas to therapy (surgery, chemotherapy, radiation). Here, we have assessed the efficacy of the microtubule inhibiting agent epothilone B on glioblastoma cell motility, a prerequisite cellular program of invasive glioblastomas. Using cell migration assays and immunofluorescence techniques we demonstrated that epothilone B abrogated glioblastoma cell motility as a consequence of α-actinin 4 redistristrubiton and the breakdown of cellular structures (leading edge, stress fibers) it is associated with during cell migration. Evaluation of the microtubule actin cross linking factor in glioblastoma cells also revealed epothilone B invoked changes in this cytoskeleton cross linking protein, resembling α-actinin 4 changes in response to epothilone B. We have demonstrated in this study that epothilone B antagonizes glioblastoma cell motility due to the disruption of cytoskeleton binding proteins that aide in preserving the structural organization of the cytoskeleton filamentous network. Furthermore, we provide preclincial evidence that epothilone B effects on glioblastomas are not limited to the impairment of dividing tumors cells but that it also targets migratory and invasive glioblastoma cells, suggesting that this agent has potential clinical benefit due to its ability to target divergent cellular programs in the glioblastoma tumor mass.